Consultative Support & Cost-Effective
Furnace Upgrade Open Up Entire
Business Segment for Global Expert
in Metal Composite Cladding
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However, the furnace was far from being
Client: NobelClad
The Challenge: Cost-Effectively Upgrade
One of the Largest Commercially Available
Furnaces Along the East Coast to Comply
with AMS2750F

AMS2750F compliant when purchased.
After NobelClad disassembled it, moved it
from Philadelphia to their Mount Braddock,
Pennsylvania, location and rebuilt it, the
furnace didn’t work.
It was at this point NobelClad realized the

The Solution: Conversion of Pulse-Fire

company they were relying on for consulting

Burner Setup to Excess Air/Pulse-Fire

and engineering support wasn’t going to be

Setup Allowed Furnace to Operate Reliably

able to help them.

as a Class 5 Under AMS2750F Between 900
and 1900 Degrees Fahrenheit

They cold-called Conrad Kacsik after finding a
placard on the furnace’s Conrad Kacsik–designed
temperature control panel, thinking it would be

NobelClad had big plans to start providing

a good starting point.

AMS2750F-compliant commercial heat-treating

It wasn’t long before Conrad Kacsik sent an

services to a new set of customers.

engineering team to the site. The team quickly

The global expert in metal composite cladding
already had the furnace. It was recently purchased

identified and fixed wiring issues to get the
furnace running again.

from a former Conrad Kacsik customer and among

But the biggest challenge still needed to

one of the largest commercially available along the

be addressed.

East Coast, able to treat plates up to 10 feet wide,
40 feet long and up to 100,000 pounds.
The furnace was a substantial investment,
but along with expanding NobelClad’s ability
to process clad metal, it allowed them to offer
a brand-new service that generated a new,
lucrative revenue stream.
Phillip Gordon, NobelClad’s industrial
services sales manager, says the furnace offered
opportunities beyond heat treating. According to
Gordon, “This furnace has an estimated capacity of
20,000 tons per year [and also offers a] new ability
to provide heat treating services that can bolster
sales volume in our other toll service work
centers...giving our customers a one-stop-shop
option for many of their needs.”
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THE CHALLENGE:

Cost-Effectively Upgrade the
Furnace to Comply With AMS2750F
If NobelClad was to get a return on their large
investment, the furnace had to be a Class 5 under
the AMS2750F standard for heat treatment and
operate at plus or minus 25 degrees Fahrenheit
from the setpoint temperature. It was currently
operating at roughly plus or minus 100 degrees at
most setpoint temperatures outside of 1200–1800
degrees Fahrenheit.
Drastically tightening the temperature
uniformity was essential.

“The AMS2750F certification was basically our
foot in the door to start making money with this
furnace. Without this, we would never be able
to realize a return on our investment,” said Mike
Gillespie, facilities manager at the Mount Braddock
location of NobelClad.
Gillespie added that Conrad Kacsik was a
consultative partner from the beginning.
“They made suggestions all of the way through
in terms of how we could upgrade and improve
the furnace. But then they wrote up a great,
cost-effective proposal to switch the furnace
from a pulse-fire burner setup to an excess air
setup and we were on board,” he said.
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THE SOLUTION: Convert the

Pulse-Fire Furnace Burner Setup
to an Excess Air/Pulse-Fire Setup
Before arriving at the best, most cost-effective
solution, the Conrad Kacsik engineering team
did some troubleshooting.

This impressed NobelClad.
“They actually came out and demonstrated on
a single burner how the system would work and

They started by performing a temperature

described the benefits we would get from it.

uniformity survey.

We thought it was a great idea and it did exactly

“The furnace failed horribly,” said Conrad Kacsik
President Jake Kacsik. “During the survey—that

what they said it was going to do. It turned out
great for us,” said Gillespie.

confirmed what we suspected—we noticed that

With the old pulse-fire system, operators would

the furnace pressure would drop, which messed

open an air valve and the air pressure would open

up the temperature uniformity.”

the gas regulator. That’s how they controlled the

It was Conrad Kacsik Engineer Terry
y Newton
who came up with the solution to change the
burner setup. “After watching it operate, I had a
thought that we could get it to run excess air by
reconfiguring the plumbing...to give an option
to run it in either pulse-fire mode or excess-air
mode,” he said.

gas and air, turning it on and off. “Terry’s thought
was to bring in a secondary air system, seal off
the air coming from the burner, control it using
an actuator motor, which essentially controls the
amount of gas being let into the furnace. So the
air would stay on all of the time and the gas would
be modulated, which was achieved by replumbing
how the impulse line worked,” Kacsik said.

“One of the first steps we took was to do an
engineering study where Terry took one burner
and converted it according to his plan to make
sure it would work before we went ahead and
converted the entire 12-burner system,” Kacsik said.

The most important thing was that Conrad Kacsik
found a cost-effective way to upgrade the furnace,
as NobelClad already had more than $1.5 million
invested in the project.

“Conrad Kacsik’s understanding of furnace control
systems allowed them to recommend and implement
a complex yet cost-effective solution to achieve the
temperature uniformity required.”
— Phillip Gordon, Industrial Services Sales Manager
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THE RESULTS
Conrad Kacsik improved the combustion and

“They’re very professional to work with, very

control systems so that NobelClad is now able to

knowledgeable and very responsive, which was a

meet the AMS2750F standard. “Our Class 5 range

big thing to me. You don’t wait days for a return

is currently 900–1900 degrees Fahrenheit. And we

call—you wait minutes. They show up when they

can do that very comfortably,” said Gillespie.

say they’re going to show up and they do what

“Achieving AMS2750F certification has
allowed us to secure orders for a broad range
of customers and materials, including various
grades of stainless steels, carbon steels, tool

they say they’re going to do. I work with all types of
contractors and sometimes it’s not such a pleasant
experience, but I look forward to Conrad Kacsik
showing up,” said Gillespie.

steels and aluminum alloys. Choosing Conrad
Kacsik to support us in this complicated
upgrade was a key part of bringing this
furnace online and being able to offer
top-quality heat treating services in one
of the largest commercially available furnaces
along the East Coast,” added Gordon
NobelClad was so impressed with Conrad Kacsik’s
consultative approach, in-depth knowledge and
quality service that they are going to rely on Conrad
Kacsik for future furnace upgrades. One of the next
improvements is to extend their Class 5 range up to
2100 degrees Fahrenheit.

Need Consultative Engineering,
Design & Implementation Services?
CONTACT THE EXPERTS AT CONRAD KACSIK
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